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1)Version history. 
version:1.0[8-30-2002] 
-first FAQ. 
-all item codes. 
-all weapon codes. 
-all armor codes. 
-all magic codes. 
-max life codes. 
-unlimited gem code. 
-unlimited life code. 
-level 99 code. 
-instantly level up code. 
-get all soul codes. 
-max energy code. 
-max defence code. 

version:1.1[10-8-2002] 
-second FAQ. 
-cover some of my mistakes. 

version:1.2[10-9-2002] 
-Third FAQ. 
-add description to all items. 

version:1.3[10-11-2002] 
-Fourth FAQ. 
-add copyright issue. 

version:1.4[11-15-2002] 
-Fifth FAQ. 
-Fix max defense codes. 
-Fix max attack codes. 
-Fix unlimited gems codes. 



---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2)Introduction 
I made this guide is to help you to beat the game and i do not  
responsible if some strange things happen if you use this guide. 
Anyway,this guide is totally free.If you found any other codes, 
please e-mail me or leave a message in GameFAQ's message board. 
Please tell me too if you found some codes are not working correctly. 
Please e-mail me if you see is FAQ on the other web site instead of 
www.gamefaqs.com.If you want to know more about the items, 
just download the item list. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3)PAR Codes(Pro Action Replay Codes) 

You must have ZSNESWIN emulator to get these codes work. 
Don't ask me to send you the emulator.You should find it by  
yourself .Enough talk lets begin. 

7E1B6A99:current level 99. 

7E1B8600:instantly level up. 

7E1B6689:unlimited gem. 
7E1B6799:unlimited gem. 
7E1B6899:unlimited gem. 

7E1B8A64:max life 

7E1B88XX:life. 
you must change the XX when you maximum HP is increase. 
example: 
when you have 17HP:the code will be:7E1B8811. 
when you have 20HP:the code will be:7E1B8814. 
WARNING:don't put max value to this code.It will crash 
your game so ,please be very careful when you use this code. 
I suggest you use max life code and this code together.So, 
you don't need to change this code everytime when you level up. 

7E1B82FF:Get all souls. 

7E1B7063:maximum energy. 
7E1B7463:maximum defense. 

----------------- 
ITEMS CODES 
----------------- 
WARNING:After you get all item by hacking, please remember to  
save the game and delete all the items code or you can not use  
all the items.After that , load the game and you will find you have  
all the items.If you didn't follow what i said, you won't be able to 
use the item even you have it . 

--------------------- 
WEAPON CODES 
--------------------- 
7E1B1E01:Sword of Llife-A sword from the Master. 
7E1B1F02:Psycho Sword-Invincible monsters temporarily paralyzed. 
7E1B2003:Critical Sword-Defeat monsters at once. 
7E1B2104:Lucky Blade-The chance of getting larger GEMs increases. 
7E1B2205:Zantetsu Sword-Defeat monsters with special armor. 



7E1B2306:Spirit Sword-Defeats the "spirit" type monsters. 
7E1B2407:Recovery Sword-HP will be filled when monster is defeated. 
7E1B2508:The Soul Blade-The strongest sword you may use. 

------------------- 
ARMOR CODES 
------------------- 
7E1B2609:Iron Armor-Your defense power becomes stronger. 
7E1B270A:Ice Armor-you can cross fire without damage. 
7E1B280B:Bubble Armor-Enables you to walk under the sea. 
7E1B290C:Magic Armor-Cuts the necessary GEMs in half. 
7E1B2A0D:Mystic Armor-Invincible for longer period of time. 
7E1B2B0E:Light Armor-Receive no damage from weak monsters. 
7E1B2C0F:Elemental Mail-Protects ????(your name) from the damage zones. 
7E1B2D10:Soul Armor-Enables you to walk in space. 

------------------ 
MAGIC CODES 
------------------ 
7E1B2E11:Flame Ball-Shoots a fireball in one direction. 
7E1B2F12:Light Arrow-Shoots "light" arrows in all directions. 
7E1B3013:Magic Flair-Power is collected while button pressed. 
7E1B3114:Rotator-A light ring will rotate around you. 
7E1B3215:Spark Bomb-Mines are laid, will explode soon after. 
7E1B3316:Flame Pillar-Pillars of fire will rise around you. 
7E1B3417:Tornado-Magical Tornado will come. 
7E1B3518:Phoenix-Phoenix will join ????(your name) 
note:you can use this spell by pressing B botton, 
not Y button.You don't need Red-Hot Mirror, 
Red-Hot Ball and Red-Hot Stick to use  
Phoenix if you enable this code. 

---------------- 
ITEM CODES
---------------- 
7E1B3619:Goat's Food-Goat's food from tool shop. 
7E1B371A:Harp String-Harp String of singer. 
7E1B381B:a pass-A pass made by the children of Grass Valley. 
7E1B391C:Dream Rod-A strange stick that enables you to look into a dream. 
7E1B3A1D:Leo's brush-The painbrush used to paint the picture:  
                                      "The World of Evil". 
7E1B3B1E:Leaves-Turbo's symbol. Anyone with this is accepted 
                                as Turbo's messenger. 
7E1B3C1F:Mole's Ribbon-A ribbon that Monmo, a mole, used  to be fond  
                                          of when she was alive. 
7E1B3D20:the Big Pearl-A beautiful pearl that can be found in coral reefs. 
7E1B3E21:Mermaid's Tears-will turn magma into stone. 
7E1B3F22:Mushroom Shoes-The snail goo enables you to walk on ice  
                                              without slipping. 
7E1B4023:a mobile key-Key to Airship.Plug into a keyhole located 
                                      somewhere on the ship. 
7E1B4124:Thunder Ring-If you touch a lightning pyramid, lightning will strike. 
7E1B4225:Delicious Seeds-Favorite Seeds, exchange for item with the  
                                           exchanger. 
7E1B4326:Leaves-Emits a peculiar scent that attracts cats. 
7E1B4427:a door key-This key will open the door to the laboratory. 
7E1B4528:Platinum Card-You may enter the left tower in the Magridd Castle. 
7E1B4629:the VIP Card-You may go wherever you wish within the  
                                        Magridd Castle. 
7E1B472A:Emblem A-If you collect 8 of these, you will become an  



                                    expert at magic. 
7E1B482B:Emblem B-If you collect 8 of these, you will become an  
                                    expert at magic. 
7E1B492C:Emblem C-If you collect 8 of these, you will become an  
                                    expert at magic. 
7E1B4A2D:Emblem D-If you collect 8 of these, you will become an  
                                    expert at magic. 
7E1B4B2E:Emblem E-If you collect 8 of these, you will become an  
                                    expert at magic. 
7E1B4C2F:Emblem F-If you collect 8 of these, you will become an  
                                    expert at magic. 
7E1B4D30:Emblem G-If you collect 8 of these, you will become an  
                                    expert at magic. 
7E1B4E31:Emblem H-If you collect 8 of these, you will become an  
                                    expert at magic. 
7E1B4F32:Red-Hot Mirror-If you obtain all three symbols, the Phoenix  
                                            will join you. 
7E1B5033:Red-Hot Ball-If you obtain all three symbols, the Phoenix  
                                            will join you. 
7E1B5134:Red-Hot Stick-If you obtain all three symbols, the Phoenix  
                                            will join you. 
7E1B5235:Power Bracelat-If you equip this item, your attack power will double. 
7E1B5336:Shield Bracelet-Will reduce the amount of damage received  
                                           from enemies by 1/2. 
7E1B5437:Super Bracelet-Your sword and armor will increase in strength by 2. 
7E1B5538:Medical Herb-Your HP will be refilled if your life meter 
                                         reaches 0. 
7E1B5639:Strange Bottle-You will not lose any GEMs should your  
                                         life meter reach 
7E1B573A:Brown Stone-World of Evil will appear once you have collected  
                                        6 of these. 
7E1B583B:Green Stone-World of Evil will appear once you have collected  
                                      6 of these. 
7E1B593C:Blue Stone-World of Evil will appear once you have collected  
                                     6 of these. 
7E1B5A3D:Silver Stone-World of Evil will appear once you have collected  
                                       6 of these. 
7E1B5B3E:Purple Stone-World of Evil will appear once you have collected  
                                       6 of these. 
7E1B5C3F:Black Stone-World of Evil will appear once you have collected  
                                       6 of these. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4)About Upgrade 
Thats almost all codes for this game.So, I don't think I will upgrade 
this FAQ.If you want to request some code that you could't found 
in this FAQ,leave your message too.That's all for now.Thank you. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5)Copyright issue 
This PAR Codes FAQ is copyright 2002 Solomon warrior. 
You can only have this FAQ for your personal use. 
This FAQ is not for sale and you can only get this FAQ at 
www.gamefaqs.com 
You can't put this FAQ at your Web page without my permission. 
Please e-mail me too if you found this FAQ at the web site  
other than www.gamefaqs.com 
If you want put this document on your web page,just email me 
for permission. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6)Credits 
I made this FAQ and found those code all on my own. 



Special thanks to: 
CJayC
-post this FAQ. 
Belgarion 
-fixed max energy code. 
-fixed max defense code. 
-fixed unlimited gems codes. 
ENJOY THE GAME!!!!!!! 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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